
 

EXERCISE 1: Conjugate « TO BE » in the correct form:  / 

1. I ------------- very happy.    6. Who ----- you? 

2. My teachers ---------- very nice.   7. How old --------------- your father. 

3. Where ---------- my pen?    8. We ---------- happy to see you. 

4. How old ------------- you?    9. I ------- not scared. 

5. Your dog ------------- big.    10. What ---------- your nationality? 

EXERCISE 2: Give the short negative form of « TO BE » :  / 

1. She -------------------- beautiful.   5. He --------------- late (en retard).                          

2. I ------------------------ tired.  6. You ------------------ nice.                                   

3. -------------- they angry (en colère)?  7. ------------ you at home?                                     

4. It -------------- a lion.   8. We --------------- very happy. 

EXERCISE 3:  / 

Give the negative and affirmative interrogative form of this sentence:  

I'm intelligent → ---------------------------------  → ---------------------------------  

EXERCISE 4: COMPLETE WITH « HAVE » or « HAS » :         / 

1. Ibrahim ------------------ got a cat in France. 

2. Myriem ---------------- got a mouse. 

3. They -------------- got a horse. 

4. I -------------- got two mice. 

5. ------------ she got jewels ? 

6. You ------------------ got a hamster. 

7. We ------------------ got a bird. 

8. The children --------------- got three goldfish. 

9. ---------- you got a new schoolbag ? 

10. Nabila and Sarah ------------------ got a new book. 

EXERCISE 5:  / 

Give the affirmative form of this sentence :                                                                                 
I haven't got a lot of friends : → -----------------------------------------------------------                                            

Give the interrogative form of this sentence :                                                                         
She has got different clothes: → -----------------------------------------------------------                             

Give the negative form of this sentence :                                                                            
You've got too many bad marks : → -------------------------------------------------------                           

Give the short affirmative form of this sentence :                                                                             
They have not got their books in the library : → ----------------------------------------------                          
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Give the short negative form of this sentence :                                                                              

It has got three brothers and two sisters : → ---------------------------------------------- 

EXERCISE 6. COMPLETE WITH THE CORRECT INDEFINITE ARTICLE :       / 

1. Lucy has --------------- dog.   6. Peter has ------------------ aunt in France.                                                      

2. I sing -------------- song.    7. We listen to -------------- English CD.                                                                                                                      

3. Awa needs ------- new desk in her room.              8. Potatoes cost £1 ------------------ kilo.                                                                               

4. I need -------------- new pen.                  9. She has ------ book in her school bag.                                                                                                              

5. Ben has --------------------- old bike.  10. They read -------------------- unit. 

EXERCISE 7:   GIVE THE NAMES OF THE DRAWINGS WITH THE CORRECT 

INDEFINITE ARTICLE :   / 
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EXERCISE 8. Put the verbs between brackets in the correct form: 

1. The library ------------------------------------ (close) at 7pm.  

2. They ---------------------------------------------- (not/think) you are ill (malade).  

3. We ------------------------------- (like) this car. 

4. How often --------------------------------------------- (you/go) to the cinema?  

5. Teachers -------------------------------------- (begin) their work at 8.00 a.m.  

6. When --------------------------------------- (he/arrive) home today? 

7. She ------------------------------------------ (not/live) in Rabat, but in Oujda. 

8. He ----------------------------------------- (get up) early on Tuesdays. 

9. I ------------------------------------- (not/believe) in fairies (fées). 

10. People ------------------------------------ (take) taxis to go working in New York. 

 

EXERCISE 9.  

Give the affirmative form of this sentence :                                                                                 
I don’t like my friends : → -----------------------------------------------------------                                     

Give the interrogative form of this sentence :                                                                         
She buys a lot of books: → -----------------------------------------------------------                                 

Give the long negative form of this sentence :                                                                                           
You sing very well: → -----------------------------------------------------------------                                               

Give the short negative form of this sentence :                                                                             

He wants to go to the cinema: → ---------------------------------------------------- 


